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Intense HUD Video Lets You Feel The Tension Of
A Naval Aviator During His First Cat Shot Off An
Aircraft Carrier

A screenshot of the HUD tape revealing the feline launch on a T-45

Ever questioned what a catapult shot appears like from the
cockpit of a T-45 Goshawk? Here’s the HUD tape.
Rob Roy is a previous Naval Aviator who flew the C-2A Greyhound with the “Rawhides” of VRC-40 In the
past we have actually published a number of fascinating clips Rob has actually recorded (and published to
Youtube) throughout his profession aboard the COD (Carrier Onboard Delivery) airplane, consisting of
some cool split screen videos (one those revealing him not even blinking on technique to the provider and
another one that consisted of a bolter and a waveoff).
The video in this post was recorded previously, in 2013, as he accomplished provider credentials (CQ) in
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the T-45 Goshawk, a tandem-seat, provider capable, jet fitness instructor whose objective is to train Navy
and Marine Corps pilots given that 1991.
” The very first time I ever even stepped foot on a warship is when I arrived at it, ha! We flew out to the
boat in a department (flight of 4), with the lead pilot being a trainer pilot and the other 3 were all SNAs
(trainee marine pilots). After my very first 2 touch n’ go’s on the boat, they had me put my tail hook down
for my very first trap (out of 10 needed traps to effectively CQ),” Rob informed us in a message.
A T-45 C Goshawk from Training Air Wing 2, prepares to carry out a touch-and-go landing on
the flight deck of the warship USS George Washington( CVN73). Washington, homeported in
Norfolk, is in progress performing provider certifications in the Atlantic Ocean.( U.S. Navy
picture by Mass Communication Specialist Seaman Clemente A. Lynch/Released)
” So this video begins IMMEDIATELY after my very first trap. I landed and after that was cabbed to the
catapult right now.”
” The starting the video you can see the JBD( jet blast deflector) and once it decreases, it’s my rely on
follow the director and taxi forward. A few of the hand signals he offers me are informing me to put my
launch bar down so that it can connect to the catapult. After that, you can’t see on the sides in the video,
however there are a number of other security checks that are occurring my numerous individuals (the
shooter, catapult operators, and so on) to make certain I’m excellent to go.”
” And you can inform it’s getting near go time when my breathing gets and I go to complete power, do an
eliminate of the controls and after that I’m essentially resting on a crammed weapon once the catapult is
‘in stress’. From there, the Shooter offers the signal to launch and there’s another individual who does a
last check and really presses a button. They are off to the side of the catapults and far from all the action.”
At the 2:56 mark, the feline launch brings the T -45 in the air and Rob screams “Wow”! Pretty extreme,
isn’t it?

David Cenciotti is a self-employed reporter based in Rome, Italy. He is the Founder and Editor of “The
Aviationist”, among the world’s most well-known and check out military air travel blog sites. Considering
That1996, he has actually composed for significant around the world publications, consisting of Air Forces
Monthly, Combat Aircraft, and numerous others, covering air travel, defense, war, market, intelligence,
criminal offense and cyberwar. He has actually reported from the U.S., Europe, Australia and Syria, and
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flown numerous battle airplanes with various flying force. He is a previous 2nd Lt. of the Italian Air Force,
a personal pilot and a graduate in Computer Engineering. He has actually composed 5 books and added
to a lot more ones.
.
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